Bridgepoint Education, Inc. is a higher education company built upon innovation and a passion for learning. By harnessing creativity, Bridgepoint has re-engineered the modern student experience with interactive solutions and progressive online platforms that advance learning. “As an online university, with approximately 40,000 learners nationwide, the biggest value we provide to our students is our people,” says Jennifer Jung, Director of Benefits at Bridgepoint. “Therefore, it’s important to us that our employees are healthy, happy, and feel valued.”

**Problem**

After noticing a rise in mental health, stress management, and skeletal claims, Jung knew she needed to find a new benefit solution to address the overall wellbeing of their company’s most important assets – their employees. While Bridgepoint’s corporate headquarters are based in San Diego, CA, the company’s 2,200 full time employees also reside in Arizona, Colorado, Iowa, and the rest of the U.S. It was essential the company could reach all employees with a tool they could use across offices, geographies, interests and lifestyles. Based on the recommendation of their benefits broker and after careful consideration by the company’s selection team, Grokker’s holistic wellbeing solution rose to the top of everyone’s list.

**CASE STUDY**

**Bridgepoint Education delivers better health and wellbeing to a dispersed workforce with Grokker**

Bridgepoint employees who participated in Grokker challenges say:

“Thank you so much! Grokker is the best app that I have ever downloaded and has gotten me so much more interested in yoga and bettering my body. I have been constantly on the app since downloading it months ago. :) “

— Find Your Five Challenge Winner
**Solution**

Grokker’s affordable pricing and scalability provides Bridgepoint many benefits beyond what past wellness programs could deliver. Its on-demand wellbeing platform allows them to provide wellbeing features and content to employees with a wide range of physical abilities right at their desks or anywhere they want.

Bridgepoint’s sole wellness coordinator leverages Grokker’s dedicated customer service for support and guidance in the planning and promotion of a variety of initiatives with the goal of driving their multi-generational workforce to engage in a personalized program of on-demand content.

Specifically, to help counteract the effects of prolonged sitting, Bridgepoint employees participate in custom challenges and incentive programs delivered by Grokker. The program has been received with enthusiasm and a marked and measurable rise in employee satisfaction, according to Jung.

To ensure continued success, Bridgepoint relies on their customized online dashboard to gain access to real-time wellness metrics and track success. Looking to benchmark their progress, initial results indicate that 71% of Bridgepoint’s participating employees are consistently maintaining their newfound levels of increased activity, leading Jung to conclude, “Grokker is great for our company because as it has increased participation in our wellbeing initiatives and made employees more interested in health and wellness overall. They are happier and healthier at home and in their work than ever before. This goes a long way in support of our efforts to ensure that Bridgepoint remains a preferred place to work.”